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“The depth of content/learning and the high-touch nature is like no other course I've done.”

- REBECCA VIGELIUS, LAUNCH COPYWRITER

Inside these pages, you’ll find a
detailed description of everything
you’ll master in Ready-to-Sell and
you can also hear from some of our
Ready-to-Sell grads. 

Let’s get started! 

Welcome to your virtual tour of
the Ready-to-Sell Experience! 

PREFER
VIDEO?

“ Ready-to-Sell is literally JAM PACKED with incredible information. 

I was really resistant to some of the concepts (like... ask my audience what they really
think through surveys and interviews?! Yikes! Scary!), but Prerna was totally right. 

It was really helpful, and it worked! I was able to craft something that connected with
my audience and brought in almost as many sales in a few weeks as the last year
combined. I am still working on implementing everything from the course, but I'm so
grateful I joined! 

The community has been incredibly supportive, and the weekly calls left me feeling
excited and equipped to write, strategize, and help my clients succeed.  

I have learned SO much about how to strategize for sales, beginning at the very first
step of the process. I feel confident that I can use these steps to sell anything because
they're backed by data, they're not sleazy, and they're aimed at being supportive to
clients.” 

- STEPH HALL, CREATOR OF ENNEAGRAM IRL, NINE TYPES CO.
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https://www.loom.com/share/933fcbeca34f4cffa0a7272c8b1354e6?sharedAppSource=personal_library
https://www.loom.com/share/933fcbeca34f4cffa0a7272c8b1354e6?sharedAppSource=personal_library
https://www.loom.com/share/933fcbeca34f4cffa0a7272c8b1354e6?sharedAppSource=personal_library
https://www.loom.com/share/933fcbeca34f4cffa0a7272c8b1354e6?sharedAppSource=personal_library
https://contentbistro.com/readytosell/


The Ready-to-Sell experience is for course creators, copywriters, and coaches
who want to finally have a step-by-step plan to sell more courses without the
brain-melting marketing talk or the budget-exhausting endless spending on
tools, team members, and yeah… ads! 

THE READY-TO-SELL

EXPERIENCE CURRICULUM

CONTENTBISTRO.COM

The Ready-to-Sell Experience is where you put the B.A.K.E framework to work
with copywriting cookalongs and strategic sauce pour-overs. 

(I promise I’ll stop with the foodie references. Soon!) 😂

Here’s how you’ll go from peak frustration levels with figuring out all the parts
and pieces of the “launch” strategy and then, wrangling with words, swearing
silently at the guilt-inducing blank screen of the Google docs, to… 

… sailing through building your audience, creating that much-coveted buzz,
and… selling your courses. 

We call it an “experience” because it gives you the
implementation benefits of a cohort-based course with the

flexibility of a self-paced program. 
 

You’ll go through it with a small group (maximum of 20
participants for this cohort), and you’ll have the ease of learning

on your own time. You’ll have continued access to the core
content and group coaching calls for the lifetime of the course.

 



NICOLA MOORS, LAUNCH COPYWRITER, NICOLAMOORS.COM

"Ready To Sell is probably the best course I’ve invested in - and I’ve joined A
LOT. Crawling inside Prerna’s brain and soaking up her genius insights
into launch strategy has been a game-changer.

I’ve used Prerna’s "recipes" for my client projects and the launch of my own
digital product.

The result?

7% sales page conversion rate, 34.5% of my launch list being converted,
and click-through rates up to 46.3%. Not a typo.

Ready to Sell gives you everything to become a confident launch
copywriter that actually makes it rain."

7% sales page conversion and CTRs of 46.3%!!

“The BEST part was the incredibly talented and beautiful people I had the
opportunity to meet! 

It was also amazing to get feedback on my actual opt-in and sales page.
So. Very. Helpful.

I learned a TON...especially since it was my first copywriting training
experience ever.

What was really great is that it helped me understand the overall strategy
and concept of what I need in place to sell my course and my services.

The strategy piece is incredibly valuable. 

The way you've broken everything down into a system was very helpful.
Being able to walk through the steps to create each aspect of the strategy
was incredibly valuable to me! It helped me understand the overall
purpose of the sales strategy.”

What was really great is that it helped me understand the
overall strategy and concept of what I need in place to sell my
course and my services.

LISA NICHOLS, CAREER EXPERT AND COURSE CREATOR,

LOVE YOUR NICHE, LLC

CONTENTBISTRO.COM



GOOD-FOR-BUSINESS GROUNDWORK

CONTENTBISTRO.COM

The Ready-to-Sell Manifesto so you can shift from a
“hustle-or-hungry” mindset to one that’s all about healthy
profits from your courses. 

The done-for-you Ready-to-Sell Experience schedule,
complete with options, so you know what to focus on in
which week depending on how much time you have. 

The Ready-to-Sell Recipes How-to so you know exactly
how to use the recipes I’ll share for your copy assets and
make them your own.

Designed to help you understand exactly how to maximize
what you get from your Ready-to-Sell Experience. 

You’ll set the foundations for a revenue-ready ™ sales
“eCoursesystem” with: 

AVAILABLE INSTANTLY ON JOINING



A close look at the mistakes that most course creators make with their
launches and funnels so you can avoid those easily and smartly. 

A deep understanding of how the B.A.K.E framework plays out for course
creators, complete with real-world client examples. 

A handy list of the “ingredients” you need to start building out your BAKE
framework using the ready-to-go Recipes. 

The Ready-to-Sell Sales System for you to choose a system (yes, you’ll have
choices!!) that works for YOUR business and season of life. 

Get excited because in this week you’ll understand the B.A.K.E framework and
how it propels your profits on autopilot.  

You need to have all the pieces of the pie together before you can start to serve
it to your audience. 

You’ll know exactly what prep you need to do before you start using the Recipes.
No guessing games, here!

You’ll get: 
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Week 1: Build your Course Sales
“eCoursesystem” with The B.A.K.E Framework

SPECIFIC SALES-BOOSTING BONUSES FOR THIS WEEK

(VALUE: $499)



Use the planner to create your sales system. 
Give your current sales system a quick audit using the
checklist to see whether you’re making any of the
mistakes we discussed. 
Identify what ingredients AKA assets you need so you
don’t waste any time figuring this out later.

Each Implementation week is dedicated to helping you
move through the content and put it into action. 

In this week, you’ll: 

And you’ll have a LIVE Q and A call, as well, to get answers
to any questions you may have about Week 1’s content. 
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Week 2: IMPLEMENTATION WEEK

My Short-Stack Opt-in Page recipe works wonderfully when you have an opt-
in that’s radically different from the rest of the world.

The “Whole Enchilada” Opt-in Page recipe that’s perfect for cold audiences,
organic promotion and even, those podcasts that you’ve been appearing on.

Checklists to audit your finished page and ensure you haven’t missed a step
or left out an “ingredient”. 

Copy Cookalongs or “over the shoulder” tutorials so you can see exactly how
to use these recipes for your own opt-in pages.

Hit the ground running with the BUILD stage from the B.A.K.E framework by
creating and writing a high-converting, perfect-for-your audience opt-in page in
30 minutes or so. 

You’ll get: 

 

Week 3: The Party-Pleasing Opt-in Page Recipes



Choose what will be your opt-in and write out your opt-
in page. 

Each Implementation week is dedicated to helping you
move through the content and put it into action. 

In this week, you’ll: 

And you’ll have a LIVE Q and A call as well to answer any
questions you may have about this week’s content.
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Week 4: IMPLEMENTATION WEEK

SPECIFIC SALES-BOOSTING BONUSES FOR THIS WEEK

(VALUE: $999)



My proprietary Sales-Ready Social Content Mapping for Never-Ending Sales
Systems so you can create a months’ worth of sales-ready social content
using any one of TWO key systems. 

52 (one for each week of the year!) buzz-building ideas for generating leads
and getting all the attention you need for your course. 

A ready-to-use social media library - Whisk Up Social, filled with over 150
easily customizable updates. 

This is the week when you start to ATTRACT your audience and action-takers. 

You’ll learn exactly how to build and sustain engagement on social media while
creating “buzz” and generating sales for your course. 

You’ll do this with: 
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Week 5: Flavor-Packed Fan Favorites Social
Media Recipes 

SPECIFIC SALES-BOOSTING BONUSES FOR THIS WEEK

(VALUE: $999)



Choose what will your social media copy look like and
write it out. 

Each Implementation week is dedicated to helping you
move through the content and put it into action. 

In this week, you’ll: 

And you’ll have a LIVE Q and A call as well to answer any
questions you may have about this week’s content.
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Week 6: IMPLEMENTATION WEEK

My Pepper-Up-Positioning Blog Post Recipe. This is an authority-building
blog post designed to position you as an expert. It’s perfect for guest posting
as well as sharing with your primed-to-buy audience. 

The “Build Your List on Autopilot” Blog Post Recipe designed to make
sharing your opt-in or lead magnet while giving great value to your audience.  

Effortless content planning that makes selling your course easy and painless. 

Time for you to move into the “Know the Expert” stage and create lead-
generating, sales-boosting, authority-building blog posts with easy-to-use
Recipes. 

In this week, you’ll master: 

Week 7: Best-for-the-Bottomline Blog Post
Recipes



Identify what pieces of content to create and/or
repurpose and plug them into your editorial calendar. 

Start creating content that you know will bring in
qualified leads and consistent sales. 

Each Implementation week is dedicated to helping you
move through the content and put it into action. 

In this week, you’ll: 

And you’ll have a LIVE Q&A-slash-Critique call as well to get
feedback on your copy and answer any questions you may
have about this week’s content.
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Week 8: IMPLEMENTATION WEEK

SPECIFIC SALES-BOOSTING BONUSES FOR THIS WEEK

(VALUE: $999)



The Irresistible Invitation Sequence Recipe. Perfect for you if you’re hosting a
webinar to sell your course. This invitation sequence has been tested out to
ensure that you have a full room always! 

Cut through the Clutter Confirmation Emails designed to get opened, clicked
and acted upon. No more templated, piddly emails for delivering your
coveted opt-in or lead magnet. 

9 Powered-for-Purchases Sales Sequence Recipes that ensure your audience
buys from you without you having to strong-arm or sleaze-ball them with
fake scarcity or FOMO-inducing tactics. 

The Subscribers to Buyers Sales-Happy Sequence designed for anyone who
doesn’t have a webinar but wants to sell an eCourse on “evergreen” mode. 

5-part Dazzle ‘em Sales Downsell Sequence perfect for tacking on when you
have multiple programs and want to optimize your customer experience as
well. 

WOOT! This week is a big one. You’ll get all the proven-to-work email sequence
recipes for your course sales funnel so you never have to second-guess which
email to include and which to leave out. 

Here’s a quick peek at what you’ll learn: 
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Week 9: Seasoned for Sales Email Sequence
Recipes 

SPECIFIC SALES-BOOSTING BONUSES FOR THIS WEEK

(VALUE: $999)



Pick and choose which emails you need to write!

Then… write the emails using the recipes!

Each Implementation week is dedicated to helping you
move through the content and put it into action. 

In this week, you’ll: 

And you’ll have a LIVE Q&A-slash-Critique call as well to get
feedback on your copy and answer any questions you may
have about this week’s content.
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Week 10: IMPLEMENTATION WEEK

 The TOPPINGS Recipe is a short-form sales page perfect for digital products
that are less than $500. 

The OPINION Recipe is perfect for programs that are $500-$1000. 

The JOURNEY Recipe is a long-form sales page Recipe perfect for online
courses that are in the $1K -$2K+ price range. 

Time to slide into the EMPOWER stage and write your conversion-optimized,
engagingly persuasive sales page at the speed of LED light! 

You’ll do that with THREE sales page recipes, each designed and tested on real
programs: 

Week 11: Conversion-Laced Sales Page Recipes



Write your sales page!! 

Each Implementation week is dedicated to helping you
move through the content and put it into action. 

In this implementation week, you’ll: 

PLUS you’ll have a LIVE Q&A-slash-Critique call as well to
get feedback on your copy and answer any questions you
may have about this week’s content.
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Week 12: IMPLEMENTATION WEEK

SPECIFIC SALES-BOOSTING BONUSES FOR THIS WEEK

(VALUE: $999)



Finish your sales page!! 

Finish up any pending items for your program sales
ecosystem and… 

Hit “play” on those PayPal and Stripe notifications!

Since we ALL have lives beyond the business, I want to give
you ALL the support you need to go at a feel-good, burnout-
free pace AND yet implement. 

In this extended implementation period, you can:: 
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Week 13-15: BONUS IMPLEMENTATION WEEK
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D-NEW
BONUSES FOR

THE 2022 COHORT

Plug-and-Profit
Launch Flows:

Ready-to-Use Visual
Sequences to Make

Selling Easier Still

Seasonal Sales
Deconstructed:

Maximize Profits for
Flash Sales with Easy-

to-Use Copywriting
Recipes and Sales

Strategies

The Amazingly
Profitable Affiliate:

How to Write Money-
Making Affiliate

Swipe Copy with
Ease

ENROLL NOW

https://contentbistro.com/readytosell/


“The best part was learning from Prerna and being surrounded by an amazing
community of talented folks. I loved the expert sessions too. Super valuable. 

I love that it doesn't feel cookie cutter-ish. The recipes are truly recipes. I can take
something and add my twist to it.

I loved seeing the guest expert session (Gina) on what you do AFTER you've sold the
course.

Lots of course creators drop the bomb on that. It's something I'm going to strongly
recommend to my clients. 

I also love the fact that you can plan an evergreen content calendar on how to keep
your course on top of mind when you want to sell daily (something I want to do for my
digital product)”

AMISHA SHRIMANKER, LAUNCH COPYWRITER AND DIGITAL PRODUCT
CREATOR, THE COPY CREW

CONTENTBISTRO.COM

Here are just a few of them!



“RTS gave me the tools I need to confidently share about my course and help more
people!

I've never taken a copywriting course, so this was all gold for me. I learned so many new
strategies that will help me in all aspects of my business! Emails, social media, sales
pages—all the things! 

I just loved that it addressed so many different aspects of a business in such a practical
and USABLE way!

I feel like I finally have all the pieces to the puzzle.

ANDREA DAVIS, CREATOR OF BETTER SCREEN TIME
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ENROLL NOW

https://contentbistro.com/readytosell/


KIM DE GRACIA, COPYWRITER, COPY WITH KIM

“The BEST part of Ready-to-Sell (RTS) was getting to learn from Prerna
through the course modules. 

One of my other fav parts of RTS was the Facebook group. It was really
helpful to read, ask questions, and provide feedback for the group. 

My biggest a-ha moment was realizing the amount of research that's
needed before writing copy for clients. It's so important to understand the
client, their audience, and their market before even writing one word of
copy! 

RTS combined copywriting with strategy that works! 

It was beneficial to have a course that combined copywriters AND course
creators as well. 

The copywriting courses I've taken are strictly for copywriters, but it was
great to get a perspective from successful course creators about strategy
as well!”

“You always offer a lot of personal touches, and this program was not
different. 

I also loved the fact that you shared leads, which most course creators
don't do.

The community aspect was strong. 

I usually feel a little out of place in predominantly white communities as
most people already know each other, including the course creator, and I
would feel like the new girl, not sure about group norms. 

 The fact that it was a small community also helped in forming
meaningful relationships with others. 

Prerna, you made everyone feel right at home and made it really easy for
us to connect and form relationships.”

ESAI ARASI, GAMIFICATION EXPERT, ELSYIENNE

CONTENTBISTRO.COM

ENROLL NOW

https://contentbistro.com/readytosell/
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Copyhackers-certified conversion
copywriter and co-founder of
Content Bistro and I believe that
copywriting isn’t just words. 

Copywriting is writing words that
matter to your audience, to your
business, to your value system.
Copywriting is writing words that
make you money. #truth

THE CHEF BEHIND READY-TO-SELL

HI! I’M PRERNA MALIK!

NICHES AND INDUSTRIES I’VE WRITTEN FOR

Online marketing Interior design 

Instagram marketing Bridal hairstyles 

Natural health and wellness Cricut crafting

Screen time management Baby sleep coaching

Succulent gardening Astrology

Real estate education



CONTENTBISTRO.COM

I’VE WRITTEN FOR LEGENDS LIKE

AND HAVE BEEN FEATURED ON AND BY 

(and LOADS more!)

(and yes, MORE!)



CONTENTBISTRO.COM

BESIDES COPYWRITING AND FEEL-GOOD SALES,

I’M OBSESSED WITH 

FAMILY

BAKING

READING

TRAVEL



CONTENTBISTRO.COM

CHAT WITH ME

https://bookme.name/contentbistro/lite/ready-to-sell-20-minute-chat
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